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Darren Harker, Marketing & Communication 
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+41 76 433 53 32 
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To download the app: https://play.google.com/store/search?q=binarytoys&c=apps&hl=en 

Ulysse GPS Speedometer 

Available for Android on Google Play 

Bike safety — the app that displays the precise speed in mph, km/h or knots—including an altimeter, tracker, compass, and more. 

SWITZERLAND, November 2014—The Android app Ulysse GPS Speedometer offers riders the possibility to view their travel information, not just in 

real-time but recorded for later use. For riders from the UK driving on the continent, it is both important and a challenge to abide by continental speed 

limits—your ride may be hard-wired to display miles-per-hour onboard—but you need kilometers-per-hour. 

As Ulysse calculates speed based on GPS signals, it can be very accurate. In most cases, more accurate than the onboard speedo—in fact, tests 

having compared its speed with police radar have proved this! As speed measurement is independent from wheel rotation, even sliding and wheel-spin 

gives the rider accuracy. 

Using Ulysse at its most basic level is advantageous to riders. By making use of its special Head-up Display or its Overlays (see image), one can 

continue using the cradled device on the vehicle in the usual way but displaying overlaid information—speed, direction, total time, distance travelled 

and, if need be, the current altitude. In addition, one click of a Ulysse element can quickly launch any other pre-defined installed app. 

     

Digging deeper, what more has been packed inside this app? Well, its Trip Recorder allows you to record the coordinates, speed, time, and altitude for 

each second of a journey to a file, which can then be later ‘replayed’ by swiping the speed or elevation graphs at the bottom of the screen (see 

image)—we find this feature interesting when comparing gradients with speed. 

We could explain further the advanced implementations that are built into this app but the Binarytoys Lab’s website explains everything much more in 

detail. Ulysse can be downloaded as a free version (with some limitations) or as a full pro version, available in the UK for just £1.99 (but with worldwide 

availability). Visit www.binary-toys.ch for more information, including app screenshots, detailed descriptions, reviews, news, blogs—and also discover 

some very different ways users around the world are implementing this tool. 

Ulysse was conceived, developed, and released in 2011 by Binarytoys Lab, a Swiss mobile development company founded in 2010. It was one of the 

first speedometer apps available on Android at that time—and remains popular with over 3 million downloads to date.  
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